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1.Introduction 
In almost every domain, data mining algorithms are 

utilized to uncover meaningful information and 

patterns. These algorithms have become a popular 

tool for analyzing and interpreting large datasets, 

allowing businesses, engineers, and medical 

professionals to make informed decisions [13]. In 

the fields of engineering, medicine, and business, 

data mining algorithms have proven to be particularly 

useful. They are used to extract insights from data 

generated by various systems, including sensors, 

electronic medical records, and customer databases 

[4, 5]. 

 

Data mining algorithms have been instrumental in 

engineering applications, such as predicting 

equipment failure and optimizing manufacturing 

processes [610]. In medicine, these algorithms have 

been used to identify patterns in patient data, helping 

to diagnose diseases and develop treatment plans [11, 

12]. In business, data mining algorithms are used to 

analyze customer behavior, identify trends, and make 

strategic decisions [13, 14]. 
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The task of high-utility data mining is a crucial area 

in the field of knowledge discovery. Traditional 

frequent pattern mining algorithms have been 

enhanced by incorporating the methodology 

presented in [13], which allows for the identification 

of groups of frequently occurring items. However, 

frequent pattern mining techniques are limited in 

their ability to recognize the relative importance of 

individual items and assume that every item has the 

same value and occurs only once per transaction 

[1317].  

 

To address these limitations, high-utility pattern 

mining has emerged as a powerful approach that 

considers the weight of individual items and their 

contribution to the overall usefulness of a set. By 

considering the value of each item, high-utility 

pattern mining enables the extraction of more 

meaningful and valuable insights from value-based 

databases. This methodology has found numerous 

applications in different application areas including 

business, finance and market basket implications etc. 

[1820]. 

 

The main aim of this paper is to review and analyses 

data mining approaches and discuss the advantages 

and disadvantages of the approaches. Data mining 
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approaches can be applicable in different fields 

including education, healthcare, retail, business 

analytics, finance, economy, and growth, etc. (Figure 

1).   

 

This paper comprises several sections, including an 

introduction, a literature review in section 2, a 

discussion and analysis in section 3, and a conclusion 

in section 4. 

 
Figure 1 Data mining applicability in different domains 

 

2.Literature review 
In this section different related worked have been 

discussed and analyzed.  

 

The PNPFI algorithm was proposed by Zhang et al. 

[21] to perform parallel frequent itemset mining 

using the N-list structure, P-Subsume, and a load 

balancing strategy. The algorithm's effectiveness was 

evaluated through experiments, which showed that 

PNPFI outperformed existing algorithms, achieving a 

performance improvement of up to 79% and reducing 

memory usage by up to 90%. While the approach is 

well-suited for dense datasets with numerous P-

Subsume, its effectiveness may vary depending on 

the dataset.  

 

Agarwal et al. [22] proposed an algorithm for mining 

high average-utility itemsets (HAUIs) considered 

both the length of itemsets and their utilities, 

providing a more accurate representation of real-

world scenarios. The traditional method for finding 

high-utility itemsets (HUIs) calculates the individual 

utility of an itemset, neglecting the length of itemsets. 

The algorithm is demonstrated using a numerical 

example, and experiments conducted on real-life 

databases show that it efficiently discovers the entire 

set of HAUIs. While the proposed approach can 

provide better decision-making support in different 

fields, future research should explore the algorithm's 

limitations in terms of scalability and complexity. 

 

The FIMIU algorithm was proposed as a solution to 

the challenge of using market basket analysis [23]. It 

has been used for behaviour analysis and the 

environment considered was data streaming [23]. 

Experimental results show that FIMIU is memory 

efficient, but requires slightly more time to run. The 

advantages of the algorithm include its ability to 

analyze a larger portion of the data stream, making it 

more suitable for real-time decision-making. 

However, the algorithm's limitations should be 

further investigated in future research, such as its 

scalability and potential trade-offs between memory 

usage and runtime. 

 

Extended partitioning algorithm (EPA) was proposed 

to reduce the number of additional scans required for 

mining quantitative association rules from 

multidimensional agricultural datasets [24]. The EPA 

method is compared with the traditional partitioning 
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algorithm (PA) and found to be more efficient in 

terms of reducing the number of additional scans 

required for aggregation of multidimensional 

attributes at different levels. The proposed EPA 

method successfully reduces the time complexity of 

mining quantitative association rules and provides 

better performance. However, the limitation of the 

EPA method is that it may not be suitable for datasets 

with irregular or non-uniform distributions of 

attributes. 

 

A closed itemset property-based multi-objective 

evolutionary algorithm (CP-MOEA) was proposed by 

Cao et al. [25]. It was proposed for the frequent set 

mining and analysis considering transactional 

databases. Advantages of the proposed algorithm 

include an improved quality of the mined itemsets, 

the ability to handle many itemsets, and scalability to 

large datasets. However, limitations of the algorithm 

include a high computational cost and the 

requirement of domain expertise to select appropriate 

parameters for the algorithm. 

 

High-quality pattern mining (HQPM) was proposed 

for the problem based on multi objective [26]. They 

have used an improved version for the objective 

problem. The results show the effectiveness of the 

approach considering different occurring patterns for 

the completeness of the system. It has been 

considered with different aspects including speed and 

quality. 

 

In this study [27], a graph-based approach for 

frequent itemsets mining (FIs) was proposed to 

efficiently extract useful information from large 

datasets. The proposed approach represents the 

complete transactional database as a graph, enabling 

the storage of all relevant information needed to 

extract FIs in a single pass. An algorithm that extracts 

FIs from the graph-based structure is also presented. 

The advantages of the proposed approach include its 

ability to handle large datasets in a single pass, 

reducing the number of passes required for FIs 

mining, and its scalability. However, the limitations 

include the need for a domain expert to determine the 

optimal threshold for frequency, which could affect 

the quality of the mined frequent itemsets. 

 

Hong et al. [28] proposed a mining approach based 

on erasable-itemset algorithm. It has been based on 

the execution time. is a useful pattern extraction 

method for analyzing production planning in a 

factory. Several efficient erasable-itemset mining 

approaches have been developed since its 

introduction in 2009, but they require a considerable 

amount of execution time for large product data. The 

advantages of this approach include its ability to 

reduce scans of a database and its suitability for 

analyzing large product data.  

 

Botm-mine was proposed for the mining frequent 

itemset in the environment of uncertain data flow 

[29]. It has been experimented on 1 and 2 itemsets. It 

is found that this approach is efficient in terms of 

space and computing complexity. However, the 

limitations of the proposed approach include its 

reliance on the assumption that data flows are 

uncertain and the need for further validation on larger 

datasets. 

 

Nalousi et al. [30] proposed a frequent itemset 

manning. It is based on weighted subtrees. It is based 

on FP-Growth algorithm. It has found to be efficient 

in terms on different weighted datasets. It is found to 

be efficient in different weighted transactions. Table 

1 shows the review discussion on the latest papers 

along with the method, ad advantages and limitations. 

 

Table 1 Review discussion on the latest papers along with the method, ad vantages and limitations 

S. No References Method Advantages Limitations 

1 [30] High-utility 

itemset 

mining 

It is practical in commercial applications 

since it considers profit in addition to 

frequency. It can be used to discover 

high-profit patterns in transactional 

databases, which can be useful for 

market basket analysis, product 

recommendation, and customer 

segmentation. 

The exponential search space, which makes 

it computationally expensive.  

2 [31] Dynamic 

prefix tree 

Efficiency and memory usage is the 

main advantage of Dynamic prefix tree.  

One limitation of DPT is that it requires 

significant computational resources, such as 

memory, to store and manipulate the prefix 

tree. Another limitation is that it may not be 

suitable for very large datasets or datasets 

with a high number of unique items, as the 
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S. No References Method Advantages Limitations 

prefix tree can become too large to handle 

efficiently. 

3 [32] Fast 

Incremental 

Updating 

Frequent 

Pattern 

growth 

algorithm 

(FIUFP-

Growth) 

The proposed approach is more efficient 

than previous methods for incremental 

association rule mining.  

It is unclear how the method would perform 

on very large or complex databases. 

4 [33] Non-

recursive 

serial FP 

algorithm, 

NRFP-

growth 

The advantages of the improved 

algorithms are the reduced time and 

space complexity compared to the 

original FP-growth algorithm, and the 

increased speedup ratio and scalability 

of the parallel algorithm. 

The limitations of the algorithms are that 

they may not be suitable for very large 

datasets, and the performance improvement 

may not be significant for datasets with low 

sparsity. Also, the GPFP-growth algorithm 

requires access to a GPU, which may not be 

available for all users. 

5 [34] SMOTE, 

ROSE, and 

ADASYN 

The advantages of this method are that it 

improved the creation of association 

rules and efficiently modeled the 

bacteria that cause bacterial vaginosis. 

The limitations of this study are that it used 

a preconstructed dataset and was conducted 

on a specific population, so the results may 

not be generalizable to other datasets or 

populations. 

6 [35] Machine 

learning 

algorithms 

The advantages of this approach are the 

potential for earlier detection and 

appropriate therapy for chronic kidney 

disease, which can slow or halt its 

progression to an end-stage requiring 

dialysis or surgery.  

The interpretation of the results may be 

challenging, and there may be ethical 

considerations regarding the use of personal 

health data for research purposes. 

7 [36] ck-FARM The algorithm has been implemented as 

an R package, making it easy to use and 

integrate into existing data analysis 

workflows. 

It may be computationally expensive for 

large datasets, especially when building and 

adapting fuzzy membership functions. 

 

3.Discussion and analysis 
The literature analysis discusses various algorithms 

proposed for frequent itemset mining. Zhang et al. 

[21] proposed the PNPFI algorithm for parallel 

frequent itemset mining, which showed a 

performance improvement of up to 79% and reduced 

memory usage by up to 90%. Agarwal et al. [22] 

proposed an algorithm for mining high average-

utility itemsets, providing a more accurate 

representation of real-world scenarios. FIMIU was 

proposed to estimate consumer behaviour and 

demand function more realistically in a data 

streaming environment [23]. EPA was proposed to 

reduce the number of additional scans required for 

mining quantitative association rules from 

multidimensional agricultural datasets [24]. CP-

MOEA and MOEA-PM were proposed for mining 

frequent and high utility itemsets from transactional 

databases and high-quality pattern mining, 

respectively [25]. A graph-based approach was 

proposed for frequent itemsets mining, which 

outperformed existing methods in terms of time [27]. 

Hong et al. [28] proposed a bitmap representation for 

itemsets in an erasable-itemset mining algorithm to 

speed up execution. 

 

Various analysis and approaches in data mining have 

been discussed in the literature. High-utility itemset 

mining was presented as a practical approach for 

discovering high-profit patterns in transactional 

databases, but its main challenge is the exponential 

search space, which makes it computationally 

expensive. The dynamic prefix tree approach was 

suggested as an efficient solution to this problem, 

although it may require significant computational 

resources to manipulate the prefix tree [31]. Another 

approach is for incremental association rule mining, 

which reduces unnecessary sub-tree construction and 

rescans of the original database [32]. However, the 

performance of this approach on very large or 

complex databases is unclear. Improved algorithms 

for FP-growth are also discussed, which reduce time 

and space complexity compared to the original 

algorithm and improve the speedup ratio and 
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scalability of the parallel algorithm. However, these 

algorithms may not be suitable for very large datasets 

or datasets with low sparsity. The GPFP-growth 

algorithm also requires access to a GPU, which may 

limit its availability to some users. 

 

The use of machine learning and predictive modeling 

is suggested as an approach for identifying chronic 

kidney disease and improving the accuracy of 

predictions [35]. However, machine learning 

algorithms require large amounts of data to be 

trained, and the quality of the data can affect the 

accuracy of the predictions. Finally, an algorithm is 

discussed that has been implemented as an R 

package, making it easy to use and integrate into 

existing data analysis workflows [36]. However, this 

algorithm may be computationally expensive for 

large datasets, especially when building and adapting 

fuzzy membership functions. Overall, the text 

presents a range of practical approaches to data 

mining and machine learning, each with its own 

advantages and limitations. 

 

The strengths and limitations of each algorithm were 

evaluated through experimental results. While most 

algorithms showed significant performance 

improvements and advantages in terms of scalability, 

and efficiency. The limitations included requirements 

for domain expertise to select appropriate parameters, 

scalability issues, and limitations in handling 

irregular or non-uniform distributions of attributes. 

Future research should focus on addressing these 

limitations and exploring the algorithms' 

effectiveness in different datasets and real-world 

scenarios. 

 

4.Conclusion  
The literature analysis highlights several algorithms 

proposed for frequent itemset mining, each with its 

own advantages and limitations. The algorithms have 

shown significant improvements in terms of 

efficiency, scalability, and quality of mined itemsets. 

However, limitations include the need for domain 

expertise to select appropriate parameters, scalability 

issues, and limitations in handling irregular or non-

uniform distributions of attributes. Future research 

should focus on addressing these limitations and 

exploring the algorithms' effectiveness in different 

datasets and real-world scenarios. Overall, the 

previous approaches provide a valuable insight into 

practical approaches for data mining and machine 

learning, which can aid in developing more accurate 

predictive models and improving decision-making 

processes in various domains. 
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